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Abstract 
Weir, D.J., A geometric hierarchy beyond context-free languages, Theoretical Computer Science 104 
(1992) 235-261. 
This paper defines a geometric hierarchy of language classes the first member of which is context-free 
languages. This hierarchy generalizes the difference between context-free languages and the class of 
languages generated by four weakly equivalent grammar formalisms that are of interest to computa- 
tional linguists. A grammatical characterization of the hierarchy is given using a variant of control 
grammars. Each member of the progression is shown to share many of the attractive features of 
context-free grammars, in particular, we show that each member is an abstract family of languages. 
We give a progression of automata and show that it corresponds exactly to the language hierarchy 
defined with control grammars. 
1. Introduction 
Recent work in computational linguistics suggests that more generative capacity 
than context-free grammars (CFG) is required to describe natural languages [14, 31. 
This has led to increased interest in grammar formalisms that are able to provide this 
additional power without sacrificing the attractive features of context-free languages 
(CFL) such as polynomial recognition, and various closure and decidability proper- 
ties. Several formalisms have been independently proposed as being suitable in this 
regard and it has been shown that the same class of languages is generated by four of 
these formalisms [19,22, 18,211. These are tree adjoining grammars (TAG) [6], head 
grammars (HG) [ll], combinatory categorial grammars (CCG) [16, 151, and linear 
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indexed grammars (LIG) [4].’ The class of languages generated by these formalisms is 
known to fall between the classes of context-free languages and indexed languages, 
including the copy language but not the double copy language, for example [6]. 
This paper defines a hierarchy (first described in [21]) arising from a comparison of 
CFL with this larger class of languages. The hierarchy extends the step from CFL to 
this larger class to give an infinite progression of classes where the relationship of each 
class to its neighbors resembles the relationship between the first two members of the 
progression. A related geometric hierarchy of language classes was proposed by 
Khabbaz [7, S]. The first class in his hierarchy is CFL with subsequent members 
defined by means of control grammars. Although Khabbaz describes his hierarchy as 
giving a natural progression beyond CFL, it was not shown that the members of the 
Khabbaz hierarchy were closed under concatenation.’ The hierarchy described in this 
paper resembles that of Khabbaz. However, we show that each member of this new 
hierarchy forms a full abstract family of languages (AFL). In fact, it is clear that at each 
level, the class of languages in the hierarchy of Khabbaz is properly included in the 
corresponding class of this new hierarchy (see Section 2 for details). 
We give a grammatical characterization of our hierarchy by means of an extension 
of the control grammars used by Khabbaz. This gives a fifth grammatical characteriz- 
ation of the class of languages generated by TAG, HG, CCG and LIG. We prove 
a number of properties of the members of the hierarchy, in particular, showing that 
each is a full AFL. An equivalent characterization is then given of the hierarchy in 
terms of classes of string automata. We begin with a discussion of the relationship 
between the first two members of the series. 
A class beyond CFL 
For the purpose of this discussion we will refer to the class of languages generated 
by TAG, HG, CCG and LIG as Yo2. 6p2 and CFL have similar closure and 
decidability properties (e.g., _.YZ is a principal full AFL [18, 121). CFL includes the 
language {a”b” I n 30) but not the language {a”bnc’I n30). 9, includes both of these 
languages as well as {a”b”c”d” 1 n 30) but not the language {a”b”c”d”e” 1 n 3 O}. Further, 
PZ, unlike CFL, contains the copy language {ww 1 we{a, b}*}, whereas neither CFL 
nor ZZ include the double copy language {www I w~{a, b}*}. 
In attempting to understand the relationship between CFL and _Yz it is illumina- 
ting to compare the tree sets generated by the various grammar formalisms. This is an 
important aspect of their application in computational linguistics. The path sets of 
CFG tree sets (the set of all strings labeling root to frontier paths) are regular 
languages whereas the path sets of trees generated by TAG, CCG and LIG are 
context-free languages [21]. In addition to this difference in the path sets of the two 
formalisms, there is an important feature that these families of tree sets share. Roughly 
1 LIG is used in a different sense in [23]. 
‘This is unsurprising since the languages are generated by controlling linear CFG. The second member 
of Khabbaz’s hierarchy has been shown to be equal to the linear tree adjoining languages [21]. 
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Fig. 1. Progression of tree sets. 
speaking, different paths in the trees are independent of each other. An example of 
a tree set whose paths are dependent would be the set of all full binary trees. For 
further discussion of the computational importance of path independence, see [20]. 
This contrasts with the tree sets of indexed grammars [l] that have context-free path 
sets but do not have independent paths. The relationship between their tree sets 
suggests that the progression from CFL to _Y2 can be continued by finding a grammar 
formalism whose tree sets have independent paths and path sets that belong to YZ, 
and so on (see Fig. 1). This is done in Section 2. 
A string automaton (the embedded pushdown automaton or EPDA) has been 
defined that precisely characterizes _YZ [ 181. This automaton can be seen as a general- 
ization of the pushdown automaton in which the pushdown store contains as its 
elements pushdown stores (a precise description is given in Section 3). This suggests 
the existence of a progression of increasingly more complex automata where at each 
stage the degree of nesting of the store is increased to give the next member of the 
progression. In Section 3 we define this progression and in Section 4 show that at each 
level the class of languages accepted by the class of automata is the same as that 
generated by the corresponding member of the grammatical hierarchy described in 
Section 2. 
2. Labeled distinguished grammars 
In this section we define a new form of control grammars called labeled distin- 
guished grammars (LDG). In general, a control grammar consists of a CFG whose 
productions are labeled and whose derivations are filtered. A set of control words 
indicating the productions used in the derivation is associated, in some way, with each 
derivation of a CFG. By specifying a set of such control words (a control set), we can 
define the language L(G, C) generated by the grammar G, controlled by a control set 
C, as the set of strings in L(G) having derivations whose control words are in C. We 
must define how control words are associated with a derivation. At every point in 
a derivation, each symbol Xi in a sentential form X1 . . X, that is a nonterminal is 
paired with a control word. In defining his hierarchy Khabbaz [7, S] used labeled 
linear CFG rather than arbitrary CFG. No doubt, Khabbaz chose to do this since at 
each point in a derivation of a linear CFG there is at most one nonterminal to expand. 
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Thus, every derivation is associated with a single control word. However this breaks 
down in the case of non-linear CFG. There are a number of ways in which control 
grammars can be adapted to work with an arbitrary CFG. The definition of one of the 
alternatives follows. 
In order to obtain a formalism that generates exactly the class _.Y2, we wish to keep 
the different branches of the derivation independent. Thus, we must not allow different 
paths to share control words. Thus, whenever a production A-cc is used to expand 
the nonterminal A only one of the symbols in CY extends the control word associated 
with A; the other symbols begin recording the derivation from that point. This is done 
by specifying a unique symbol on the right-hand side of each production in the 
grammar as distinguished (we show this by marking the chosen symbol with ” ). 
Definition 2.1. A LDG is a five-tuple ( VN, VT, VL,S,P), where 
0 VN is a finite sets of nonterminals, 
0 V, is a finite sets of terminals, 
l I’,_ is a finite set of production labels, 
l SEV, is the start symbol, and 
l P is a finite set of labeled distinguished productions. 
Let V= V,u VT. A labeled distinguished production in P has the form 
l:A~X, . ..ki...X., 
wheren31,I~V,isthelabeloftheproduction,AEV,,X,,...,Xi_,,Xi+,,...,X,EV, 
and XiE Vu {E} is the distinguished position on the right of the rule. 
During a derivation, each symbol Xig V for each 1 <id n in the sentential form 
X i . . . X, is associated with a control word Wi. Derivations of LDG are defined as 
follows. If P contains the production 
p=l: A+X 1...~i...X, 
then we have the following for every c~i, Z~E( Vx I’,*)* and WE I’:: 
The language L(G, C), generated by G = ( V,, VT, V,, S, P, 15) and control set C is 
The control set can itself be defined as the language generated by another grammar 
as in the following example. 
Example 2.2. In this example G1 = ({S, }, {a, b}, (II, 12, 13, la, 15}, S1, PI) is controlled 
by the control set L(G,), where G2=({S2, Tj, {1,,l~713,14,15},SZ,P2). Note that G1 is 
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a LDG and G2 is a CFG. 
The language, L(G,,L(G,))={wwl w~(u,b}*}. 
Exactly the class _Y2 is generated by LDG whose control sets are CFL. This is 
a corollary of Theorem 4 (see Section 4). 
Hierarchy of language classes 
We define a hierarchy of language classes as follows. 
l Let the first member of the hierarchy, %?r, be equal to CFL. 
l Level k of the hierarchy, ‘Zk, for k > 1, is the class of all languages generated by some 
LDG whose control set is in the class at level k- 1. 
A language at level k can be specified by means of a k-tuple of grammars 
(G r, . . ..Gk). where 
l Gi=(V,,i, VT,i, ~~,i,Si,Pi,Li) is a LDG for l<idk-1, 
. G,=(~N,,, f’~,k, Sk,Pk) is a CFG, and 
l I/T,i= VL,i_1 for 2<i<k. 
For a grammar (G, , . . . , Gk) the language L(Gr , . . . , G,) generated by the grammar is 
defined as follows: 
l For k = 1 the language generated is L(G, ). 
l For k > 1 the language, L(Gr, . . . , G,), generated by (G, , . . ., G,) is equal to L(Gr, C), 
where C=L(G2, . . ..Gk). 
Example 2.3. We define a level-3 grammar, (G,, G2, G,), that generates the language 
{a”l...a\ln30}. Let G1=((Sl},{al,...,as},{11,...,15},S1,P1), Gz=({Szr T}, 
11 ,...,I,},{I,,...,lg},S2,P2) and G3=({SJ,R},(/6,...,/9},S3,P3), where the pro- 
ductions of each grammar are as follows: 
P, = P,= 
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G3 controls the derivations of G2, which in turn controls Gr. The language L(G,) 
generated by G3 is (l,l;l”,l, In>O}. The language, L(G2,G3), generated when G3 
controls G2 is {l’jl~l;15~n>O}. 
Earlier the relation S- was defined over strings of pairs consisting of a symbol and 
the control word for that branch of the derivation. Initially, the control word is the 
empty string with terminal strings associated with control words in the control set. 
Given a k-level grammar (G,, . ., Gk) the control words for Gi are generated by 
(G2, . . , Gk). Thus, in tracing a derivation of G it is possible to trace the derivation of 
all component grammars in parallel. Given a k-level grammar (G, , . . . , Gk) we redefine 
a leftmost version of 2 that has the following features. 
Nonterminal symbgls are paired with a derivation form for the remaining deri- 
vation of the control word for that branch of the derivation. For simplicity we do 
not record in the future steps of a derivation those labels, generated by some 
(Gi+i,..., Gk), that have been used in the selection of a production in Gi. These 
labels, in contrast to members of the terminal alphabet of Gi, do not contribute to 
the string derived from the grammar (G,, . .., Gk). 
Terminal symbols are not paired with any controlling derivation form since that 
branch of the derivation should be associated with a completed derivation. All of 
the labels in the string generated by the controlling grammar have been used to 
select productions. 
The leftmost nonterminal is rewritten at each step such that the label of the 
production being used has been generated by the controlling grammar. 
Consider derivations of a two level grammar G=(Gr, G2), where 
GI=(~N,I, VT,I, V~,~,s~,f’~) and G2=(VN,2, V,,S,,P,). Let V,=V,,,UV~,~ and 
V, = VN,2 u V,. In this case the relation + will be over member of 
(VT, 1 U(VN, 1 x VT))*. 
G 
0 If B-+X,...X,EP* then for all wEvT,l> AEViv,l> /jEVZ, and 
CIE(vT,lu(VN,l x v:))* 
w(A,B/3)cr* w(A,X,...X,~)a 
G 
l If l:A~X1...Xi_1XiXi+l...XnEP1 then for all WEV~,~, PEP':, and 
aE(vT,lu(VN,l x v:))* 
w(A,lB)cc * wyl...yi-,(Xi,B)Yi+l...Yna, 
G 
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where yj = Xj if XjE VT, 1 and yj=(Xj,S,) if XjEJ’N,l. 
It should be clear that for any AE V,, 1 and fl, /?‘E V: 
<A.B’B)~(~l-B1)...<Ai-,,Pi-l)(Ai,BiB>(Ai+l,Bi+l>...(A.,P.) 
for some A,, . . . . A,E V,, 1 and fill . . . . 
had for any WE V,* 
/?,,e V:, just in case under Definition 2.1 of 7 we 
<A,w) z (A,,w,)...(Ai-,,wi-1>(Ai,wwi)(Ai+l,wi+l)...(A,,w”) 
G 
for some w l,...,~n~Vz such that p’=Twiand Szwjpjfor l<j<iand i<j<n. 
Thus, the language L(G) can be dlgned as follows: 
Example 2.4. We give a leftmost derivation of the string abbabb for the grammar 
G=(G1, G,) given in Example 2.1. 
(S,,S,) - <SI,%) 
(GI, Gz) 
- a<S1, TL4) 
- ab(S1, TL1315 >
(GI, Gz) 
- abb(S1, T14141315) 
(GI.Gz) 
- abb(S,, LLJJ5 > 
- abb(S,,l,l,l,)b 
(GI, Gz) 
- abb(S,,l,l,)bb 
(GI. 6) 
- abb(S,,l,)abb 
(GI.Gz) 
- abbabb. 
(GI.G>) 
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Before generalizing this to k-level 
controlling form. 
grammars for any k3 1 we define a level-k 
l Given a CFG, G=( VN, V,,S,P), a level-l controlling form of G is a member of 
(V, u I’,)*. The initial controlling form of G is S. 
l Given a level-k grammar G’=(GZ, . .., Gk+ I ) and a LDG, G1 =(I’,, VT, V,,S,P), 
a level-k + 1 controlling form of G = (G, , . . . , Gk + 1 ) has the form 
for some n 3 0, where CI 1, . . , LY,, are level-k controlling forms of (G,, . . , Gk+ i) and 
wo, wl, . . . , w, are members of V,* . For 1~ i < n, each Cli encodes the remaining part 
of a derivation of G’ that will control the derivation of the nonterminal Ai. The 
string of labels derived from ai will give the sequence of productions that must be 
used in the derivation of Ai. The initial controlling form of G is (S, s), where s is the 
initial controlling form of G’. 
Next we define the relation => on leftmost controlling forms, which will be used to 
define ==+. 
For a CFG, G=( V,, V,, S, P), the level-l leftmost controlling form Aa, where 
AE VN and C(E( V, u Vr)* can in one step rewrite to ycl if A+~EP. Thus, we have 
Aaz ycc. 
Given a level-k grammar G’ = (G2, . . , G k+l) and a LDG, Gl=(VN,VT/,,VL,&P), 
let a be a level-k+ 1 controlling form of G. There are several cases to consider in 
defining a leftmost controlling derivation step. 
~ Suppose that r = (A, lb) cd, where AE V,, 1~ V, and rp is a level-k controlling 
form of G’. Let 1: A-X 1.. . Xi- ,TiXi+ 1.. .X,EP. We have the following: 
where for 1 <j<i or i<j<n we have yj=Xj ifXjeV, and yj=(Xj,s) ifXjeV,, 
where s is the initial controlling form for G’. If Xi = /I = E then yi = E, if Xi~ VT and 
/ICE then yi=Xi, otherwise yi= (Xi, 8). 
- Suppose that c(= (A, (A’, y)~)cc’, where AE VN, A’ is a member of the nonter- 
minal alphabet of GZ, y is a level-k - 1 controlling form of (G,, . . . , Gk + i ), and b is 
a level-k controlling form of G’. In this case, if (A’, y)/?e- /3’ then 
G’ 
Note that although there are level-k + 1 controlling forms CI, where a = atl’ for some 
UE VT, there is no derivation step (at level k) from such a. However, given a k-level 
grammar G=(Gi, . . . . Gk), where VT is the terminal alphabet of Gi, we define the 
relation = such that for all WE VT 
G 
wa => wd if and only if c( =-a’. 
G G 
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Ifs is the initial controlling form of G then the language L(G) generated by G can be 
defined as 
L(G)={wtV+v}. 
Example 2.5. We illustrate the leftmost 3-level derivations by giving a derivation for 
the string a,a,aza,. .u8a8 by the grammar G =(G,, GZ, G,) given in Example 2.2. 
(S, , (S,, S3 > > - (Sl, (S2, bJ% > > 
G 
- (S,,(T>Rb)b) 
G 
-<SI,<T,W~J~~~~) 
G 
- <S, > 1, CT RLA > 141, > 
G 
-al(Sl,(T,R1819)1415)a8 
G 
-al (Sl, CT W&kA~~4~~)a~ 
G 
-al(S,,ll(T,R1,1,1,)14141,)a, 
G 
- alal <SI, CT, f&J&) 141415 >ws 
G 
-alal(S,,(T,1,1,1,)141415)asa8 
G 
-~l~l(Sl,~2(T,l~~~)~3~4~4~~)a~a~ 
G 
-alala2<Sl, (T,l819)13141415)a7a8a8 
G 
-~lal~2(S~,~2(T,~~)~3~3~4~4~5)a~a~a~ 
G 
- alala2a2 <Sl, CT, b> l313l41415 )www8 
G 
- alala2a2 (Sl, ~3l31414Mwww8 
G 
-alala2a2a3(S,,1314141,)a,a,a,aaa, 
G 
- a1a1a2a2a3a3 (Sl, ~4~4Owww7w8 
G 
- alala2a2a3a3a4(Sl~ ~4~5)~5~6~6ww%~8 
G 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
G 
-a1a1a2a2a3a3a4a4a5a5a6a6a7a7a8a8. 
G 
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It is straightforward to show that each member of the hierarchy defined by 
Khabbaz [7] is included in the corresponding member of this hierarchy. The first 
member of Khabbaz’s hierarchy is CFL. For k> 1, the class at level k of the Khabbaz 
hierarchy is defined as the languages obtained by controlling a linear CFG by 
a language from level k- 1. The notion of controlling CFG derivations used by 
Khabbaz coincides exactly with ours when the controlled grammar is linear (i.e., has 
only one nonterminal on the right of a production) and hence every language at level 
k of Khabbaz’s hierarchy is included in level ek. Although Khabbaz gives a pumping 
lemma for his hierarchy, this does not carry over to our hierarchy given the direction 
of the inclusion. However, in [9] a pumping lemma that generalizes Ogden’s lemma 
for CFL is given for our hierarchy. The lemma for the level k of the hierarchy involves 
“pumping” 2k positions in the string. Given the relationship with the Khabbaz 
hierarchy and the above pumping lemma we know the following: 
l The family gk contains the language {al . ..a$/ n>O}. 
l The family gk contains the language {w2’-’ I w~{u,b}*). 
l The family gk does not contain the language {ay.. .a’&+ 1) n 3 O}. 
l The family gk does not contain the language {w2”-‘+i 1 we{u,b}*}. 
l _Yk is properly contained in $pk+’ for all k3 1. 
It is shown in [lo] that given a level-k control grammar, the problem of deciding 
whether a string is generated by the grammar can be solved in time CO(~Z~‘~*-‘), where 
n is the length of the string. In [ 131 it is shown that every member of the hierarchy is in 
LOG(CFL), the family of languages L for which there is a log tape computable 
functionfand a CFL L’ such that WEL if and only iff(w)EL’ (see [17] for a discussion 
of this class). 
3. Progression of string automata 
A pushdown automata (PDA) consists of a pushdown store, a finite-state control 
and a one-way read-only input tape. Each move of the PDA depends on the top 
pushdown symbol, the next input symbol, and the state. A move can read over the 
next input symbol, change state, and replace the top symbol of the pushdown by 
a sequence of n 3 0 symbols. 
Vijay-Shanker [lS] defined an automata that recognized exactly 5ZZ. In this 
automaton (the embedded pushdown automaton or EPDA) the pushdown store is 
replaced by a nested pushdown store whose elements are themselves pushdown stores. 
Moves of the EPDA resembles those of a PDA in that they depend on the next input 
symbol, the current state, and the top pushdown symbol of the top pushdown on the 
nested pushdown store. A move can read over the next input symbol, change state and 
modify the nested pushdown store as follows. The top pushdown on the nested 
pushdown can be modified in just the way that the store of a PDA can, i.e., the top 
symbol can be replaced by some fixed number of new symbols. In addition some fixed 
number of new bounded pushdowns can be placed above and below the old top 
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pushdown. The extra power of the EPDA compared to the PDA derives from the 
possibility of placing fixed-sized pushdowns below the top pushdown which has an 
unbounded number of symbols. We now define a generalization of this automaton in 
which any level of nesting is permitted.3 We have retained the same name, embedded 
pushdown automaton (EPDA), for these more general machines. 
Let F be a set of pushdown symbols. For each k 30 we define the notion of 
a k-order pushdown as follows. 
l For each symbol AEF we say that A is a O-order pushdown store. 
l For k >O a pushdown composed of nonempty k - l-order stores sl, . . , s, is a k- 
order store, written [sr . ..s.], where n30. 
We denote the set of all k-order stores whose II topmost k- l-order pushdowns are 
s1, ..., s,forn30withtheterm[s,... s, 1 xk], where xk is a variable ranging over k-level 
pushdown stores (including the empty store). 
Definition 3.1. An EPDA is a tuple (Q, C, F, qO, F, R), where 
l Q is a finite set of states, 
l C is the input alphabet, 
l F is the pushdown alphabet, 
l qOtzQ is the initial state, 
l F c Q is the set of final states, and 
l R defines the transition function. 
Following Guessarian [S], we describe the transition function using rewrite rules. 
Each move of a EPDA depends only on the topmost symbol of the store, the next 
input symbol, and the state. A move can read over the next input symbol, change state, 
and add a bounded number of new symbols to the store. We define the rewrite rules in 
R by induction on the order of the pushdown move. 
l Rewrite rules defining l-order pushdown moves have one of the following two forms: 
(4,a,CAIx,l)-t(q’,CA,...A,Ix,l) or (q,a,x,)~(q’,CA,...A,Ix,l), 
where n30, q,q’EQ, ~ECU{E}, and A,Ar, . . . . A,E~. 
0 Let c(k and flk be such that 
(4, a> elk > + (4’9 fik > 
is a k-order rewrite rule [see (a) in Fig. 21. A k + l-order rule has the following form, 
where n>O, q, q’EQ, and aECu( 
where 1 <i< n, and sl,. ., s, are nonempty k-order pushdowns containing no 
variables [See (b) in Fig. 21. Note that [& / xk+l] and [s~..~s~/?~s~+~...s,~ xk+I] 
each contain exactly one occurrence of each of the variables x1, . . , xk. The fact that 
rules have been defined as linear with respect to the use of variables is crucial in 
limiting the power of the machine. 
3A similar approach is taken in [24] where automata for the Khabbaz hierarchy are given. 
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Fig. 2. Manipulating pushdowns. 
I- 
(b) 
Example 3.2. We now give an example of a 3-order rewrite rule. 
X 
k+l 
This rule can be viewed as having three components. 
(1) [A 1 xl] is replaced by [A34 I xl]. 
(2) [A21 and [As] are placed above and below [A3A4 I x,], giving 
[CA21 CA34 I XII CA51 I x21. 
(3) [[.41]] and [[&]] are placed above and below [[A2][A3A4 lxl][As] [x2], 
giving 
This move is shown in Fig. 3. 
An EPDA in which the transition function is defined over k-order pushdowns is 
a k-order EPDA. The original EPDA [lS] is exactly the 2-order EPDA. 
An instantaneous description of a k-order EPDA, M = (Q, C, r, qo, F, R), is a triple 
(q, w,sR), where qEQ, WEC* is the remaining input, and sk is the current k-order 
pushdown. The yields relation for M, t,, is defined as follows: 
where II/ iS the unique substitution for the variables x1, . . . , xk such that Sk = $(c$), qEQ, 
and aeC u (E}. 
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A I El -5 x, 
s 
t- 
Fig. 3. A third-order move. 
The language L(M) accepted by a k-order machine M = (Q, Z, r, qo, F, R) is defined 
thus: 
L(M)= {w~c* I<qo, w, C 1 t-ii (e, E, C I> for SOme wF). 
We denote the class of all languages generated by EPDA in the k level of the 
progression by Mk. 
Example 3.3. The 3-order EPDA, M, recognizing the language L8 = {a;. . .a: I n > 0) is 
defined as follows: 
where R is given by the following rules: 
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Closure properties of Ak 
In this section we show that for each k> 1 the class of languages Mk form 
a substitution-closed full abstract family of languages. 
Proposition 3.4. Ak is closed under n R, h, h-‘, u,. , kleene star, and substitution. 
Proof. The proof of each of these properties is analogous to those that have been 
given for the case of ~2’~) or the PDA. We will very briefly describe each one. 
l n R Suppose that for some k we have an instance of a k-level machine Mk. We 
have a finite-state machine M accepting R. We produce a machine accepting 
L(M,)nL(M) using the cross product of the state sets of M and Mk as its state set. 
The start (final) states are those containing start (final) states of both M and Mk. 
The moves of the machine are restricted to those of Mk that are also legal in M with 
respect to its component of the states. 
l h This follows from closure under substitution. 
l h-’ Suppose that for some k we have an instance of a k-level machine Mk. Define 
a slight variant of Mk as follows. On input a, the machine stores the string h- ‘(a) in 
a finite buffer (part of the finite control) and Mk works on this string as though it 
were the next symbol of the input. Once the buffer is empty, the next real input 
symbols is considered and the process repeats. By finishing the string in the buffer 
before moving on to the next input symbol, the buffer can be of bounded size. 
l u Suppose that we have two machines and with distinct state sets and pushdown 
symbols. A machine constructed from these that accepts the union of the languages, 
would nondeterministically choose to simulate one or other machine. 
l . Suppose that we have two machines M k, 1 and Mk, 2 with distinct state sets and 
pushdown symbols. A machine constructed from these that accepts the concatena- 
tion of the languages would begin by adding a special symbol on the bottom of the 
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pushdown storage and then simulating M k, 1. There would be moves that on final 
states of Mk,l remove the special symbol from the bottom of the pushdown and 
move to the initial state of Mk,2. 
l Kleene Star This is similar to the previous case except that the two machines are 
the same and so it can repeat the computation of the machine any number of times. 
l Substitution Suppose that we have a machine Mk, and for each symbol a we have 
a machine Mk, a recognizing L(a). We construct a machine that simulates Mk except 
that instead of reading an input symbol a it puts a marker on top of the pushdown 
and “calls” the machine Mk,, . Only when Mk,o has finished is the marker removed. 
In that way the pushdown of Mk will remain unaffected by the call to Mk,,. 0 
4. Equivalence of grammars and automata 
We now come to this paper’s main result. 
Theorem 4.1. %Yk = Ak for k 3 1. 
This theorem is a consequence of Lemma 4.2 showing the inclusion of the grammar 
hierarchy in the automata hierarchy and Lemma 4.5 showing the reverse inclusion. 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the productions in all the grammars 
are in Chomsky normal form. For a proof that this can be done, see [lo]. 
Before proving Lemma 4.2 we show that a k-order pushdown data structure is well 
suited to the encoding of leftmost controlling forms of (G,, . . . . G,). We describe this 
encoding by induction. 
l The l-level controlling form X1.. .X, of a grammar G = (V,, V,, S, P) is encoded 
with the pushdown [X, . ..X.], where X,, . . . , X,E( V, u V,). The initial sentential 
form is encoded as [S]. 
l Since we are assuming that grammars are in Chomsky normal form and are 
concerned with leftmost derivations, we have the following two possibilities for 
k-level controlling forms of (G,, . . . . G,), where G1 =( V,, V,, VL, S, P). 
where aEV, and A 1, . . . . A,E V,. These are encoded with k-order pushdowns in 
which nonterminal symbols are paired with an encoding of the derivation of their 
control word as follows: 
a(A,,a,)...(A.,a,) encoded as [[k~la]k-‘[k-lAl]k-l~l...[k-lAn]k-l~,], 
(A,,a,)...(A,,cc,) encoded as [[k-lAl]k-‘sl...[k-lA,,]k-l~,J, 
where si is the pushdown encoding the k- l-level controlling form Cli for 1 d ifn. 
The initial sentential form of (G,, . . . , Gk) is encoded with [[k-‘S]k-‘lk-l], where 
Ik _ 1 is the encoding of the initial sentential form of (G2, . . . , Gk). 
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Lemma 4.2. qk E dlk for each k 2 1. 
Proof. We prove by induction that for each k3 1 for any language LE& such that 
L=L(G1 ,..., Gk)=L(GI,L(Gz, . . . . Gk))=L(GI,C), 
where for l<i<k, Gi=(VN,i, VT,i, J’r,i,Si,Pi) and Gk=(VN,k, VT,k,Sk,Pk) there 
is an EPDA M=({q,,q}, VT,,,r,qo,{q},R) such that L(M)=L(G,,...,G,) and 
r=UISi<k V,, i u VT, i . We allow any fixed number of symbols to be read off the top 
of the nested pushdown store. Obviously, such moves can be simulated on a machine 
that can read only a single symbol from the store by making use of the finite-state 
control. 
For the basis of the induction we must consider a CFG, G = ( VN, VT, S, P). Define 
a l-level EPDA (i.e., a PDA) M =({qo,q}, VT, V,u VN,qo, {q},R), where R is as 
follows: 
0 Let 
l For each UE V, let 
l For each A+X~...X,EP let 
Assume, by induction, that there is a machine M’=((q,,q}, VT,Zrr), qo, {q},R’) 
recognizing the language C=L(G2,...,Gk+1), where rl=U2~i~kVN,iu VT,i. We 
define a machine M recognizing L such that M simulates derivation steps between 
leftmost controlling forms of the grammar. The transition function (rewrite rules in R) 
of M is defined as follows: 
l We know that R’ includes the following single rule for qo: 
~40,~,C...C~~I~zll~~~I~~-ll~‘~~~~~-1~. 
Let 
(~~,&,[...[IX~IXZ~I...IX~~)~(~,[[~-’~~~~-’~~-~IX~~>~R. 
Note that this rule has the effect of placing an encoding of the initial sentential 
form on the pushdown since all of the variables will match the empty pushdown. 
l For each a in VT, 1 let 
(4~~,~..~~~~~,l~~..~~k1>~(4~~~~~~x~~~~~~.~~~Xk~)~~~ 
Note that x r, . . . . xk_ 1 will match empty pushdowns. 
l For each 
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and for each A in VN. 1 let 
l For each 
if I: A+BCEP then let 
where Ik-l encodes the initial controlling form of G’; 
_ if I: A--+BceP then let 
if 1: AGEP then let 
Note that s;- 1 should always be matched with the empty pushdown. 
Lemma 4.2 now follows from Proposition 4.3 below. 0 
It is clear that a transition is possible between two leftmost controlling forms of the 
grammar just in case a transition is possible in M between states encoding the two 
grammar controlling forms. In other words we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. 
wcx =- waa’ iff (q, aw’, s) FM(q, w’, s’), 
G 
where ~~V,,,~{E},W,W’EV~,~, and LT and ci are encoded by the stacks s and s’, 
respectively. 
Proof. It is straightforward to prove this by showing that for every kind of derivation 
step there is a corresponding computation step in M, and vice versa. The various cases 
that must be considered correspond directly to those in the above construction. From 
this it follows that M accepts the same language as the grammar G generates. 0 
Example 4.4. We illustrate the above construction by applying it to the control 
grammar G=(G,, G,) given in Example 2.1. Although the productions of Cl and G2 
are not in Chomsky normal form, it should be clear how we have modified the 
construction to handle this. First, we define a PDA Ml based on the CFG GZ. 
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RI= (4,Id.,C/4Ix11)3(q,xl), 
I 
(40,E,X1)~(4,[S2lX11), ~4~~~~C~,l~,l>-*<~~~,~, 
~4~~2~C~2I~~l~-*~~~~l~i (4,~3,c~3Ix11)-*(q,xl), 
(4,~5~C~5IX11)-‘(4,X1), 
~4~~~C~2I~11~-$~~~C~~sI~~l~, (4,E,CTlxll)-*(q,Cxll>, 
(4,&,[TIX11>-t(4,[IIT131X11), (4,E,CTIxll)~(q,[12T141X11) 
I 
We now define the machine M, recognizing the language L(G) as follows: 
~=({q,,q},{~,~),{~,,~,,~,,~,,~,,S~,7,~,b,S~},qo,{q},R), 
where R contains the following rules: 
‘I ~~lI~2l>~~~~CC~~lC~2~~~I~~lI~21~~ 
XII IX2l)+(q,CCdCSIlxI 1X21)> 
~~ll~2l~~~~,CC~lC~~I~~I~2l>~ 
XII I X21)-)<% ccs11x1 Cal I x21), 
~~ll~2l~-~~,CC~~l~,C~lI~2l~~ 
‘I x111x21)-*<~,cx1lx21) 
The machine M accepts the language {ww I WEU, b*}. Let II = a and h(l,) = b. After 
M has read the first half w = a,. . . a, of an input string ww the 2-order pushdown will 
be [[S,][Tli,...li,15]], where for each l<j<n we have h(lij)=aj. Note that the 
remaining input is encoded by the pushdown, but in the reverse order. At this point 
M nondeterministically chooses to remove T and begin recognizing the second half of 
the input string. After each li, and l5 have been removed (without reading any input) 
the pushdown has the form [[S,] [al]. . . [a,]]. At this point the remaining input can 
be checked against the symbols on the pushdown since they are now arranged in the 
correct order. 
Before giving a proof of the second inclusion we describe how a controlling form of 
a level-k grammar can encode the contents of a k-order pushdown. 
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l For k = 1 the pushdown [X, . . . X,] is encoded with the controlling form X1.. . X,. 
l For k> 1 suppose that during its computation the pushdown of a k-order machine 
M is 
CSl,k-1 . ..Sn.k-11, 
where each si, k _ 1 is a nonempty k - l-order pushdown. Suppose by induction that 
the pushdowns s~,~_~ ,..., s,,k_l are encoded by the k- l-level controlling forms 
al,...,%, respectively. The k-order pushdown will be encoded with 
(AI,crI) . ..(A.,cc,), where each Ai is the topmost symbol on the pushdown Si,k-1. 
Lemma 4.5. dtfk L w:k for each k 2 1. 
Proof. Given a k-order EPDA M = (Q, C, r, qo, F, R), we define a level-k grammar 
(G 1 ,..., Gk) such that L(M)=L(G, ,..., Gk), where G,=((T~Q~Q),C,VL,S,P~), 
Gi=(r,~~,~~,S,Pi) for l<i<k, and Gk=(r,FL,S,Pk), where VL={ljll< 
j<lR-1 I} and S is not in r. 
The construction is made considerably simpler by allowing for the following two 
slight modifications to the LDG formalism. These clearly do not have any effect on 
the power of the system. 
l We allow for the possibility of unlabeled productions (or productions labeled by E). 
These productions can be used freely during derivations, i.e., their use is not 
recorded in the control word for that branch of the derivation. 
l We allow for the possibility that several productions can have the same label. Any 
of the productions that have the needed label can be chosen. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that M has a single transition from state q. 
for some q # q. , aECu{&}, and AE~. We also assume that the remaining k-order 
transitions rules in R have the following forms: 
l For k= 1 the rules have one of the following two forms: 
where aECu {E}, A, A,, A2er and p,qEQ. 
We define [A / xl] and [A, A, I xl] to be the left and right l-order components of 
the first rule and [A I xl] and [xl] to be the left and right l-order components of 
the second rule. Also, let top([AIx,])=A, top([A,A,Ix,])=A,, and top(xl) be 
undefined. 
l For kg 1, given a k-order rule (p’, a’, sk, )+(q’, sk2), the k+ l-order rules have one 
of the following two forms: 
or 
(P,a,CSk,IXk+ll)~(q,[Sk21Xk+ll), 
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where a,a’~Cu{~}, p,q,p’,q’EQ and A,A1,A2~r. 
We define [sk, lxk+r] and [[[kA1]ksk2[kAZ]k]I~k+l] to be the left and right 
k + l-order COmpOnentS of the first de and [sk, 1 xk+ 1] and [Sk2 (xk+ 1 ] to be the 
left and right k+ l-order components of the second rule. For 1 <i< k, the 
left and right i-order components of these k+ l-order rules are the i-order com- 
ponents of the rule (p’,a’,sk,)~(q’,sk,). Let toP([skl IXk+i])=rop(skl) and 
to~(C[[k~11kSk~[kA21klI~k+11)=A1. 
Thus, every k-order transition can be decomposed into k left and right i-order 
components for each 1 did k. We fix an enumeration of the rewrite rules in 
R=(q),?. l,...,r~R+l}, h w ere r. is the single rule on the initial state qo. 
Let r. be the rule 
(q0,~,C...[x,IX211...IXkl)~(P,C...[Al~lll...IXk1). 
For each qEF let 
S-+a(‘% b>4)EP, 
For each 1~ i < k and each A or we include the unlabeled production 
S~;1~Pi. 
For each AE~ we include the production 
The k components of rj will determine productions to be included in (G,, . . . . Gk) 
such that the ith component gives productions in Pk_i+ 1. 
Let 
rj=<P,a,sk, >-<4,sk2). 
Note that top(s,,) will be defined although sk2 may contain only variables and, thus, 
top(sk2) may be undefined. Let top(sk,)= A. We introduce productions depending on 
the components of the transition sk, and skr. 
l The left and right l-order components of rj can have one of the following two 
forms: 
- If they are 
[4x11 and CAIAZIXII, 
let 
A+ljA,A2~Pk. 
- If they are 
CA lx11 and [x11, 
let 
A-rlj~Pk. 
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l For each i, where 1~ i < k, the left and right i-order components of Yj can have one 
of the following two forms: 
_ If they are 
[sipI IX;] and [[i-‘A~]i-‘si_~,[i-lA~]i-l jXi]> 
then if top(si_l,)=B, where BEG, let 
lj:A~IjAl~A2EPk-i+1. 
Alternatively, if top(si _ 12) is undefined (i.e., Si _ 12 contains only variables) then for 
all XE~U{E} let 
Ij:A~ljA1~~2EPk_i+l. 
If the left and right i-order components of rj are of the form 
Csi-11 lxil and Csi-l~lXil~ 
then if top(si- 12)=B, where BEG, let 
Ij:A~ljBEPk_i+ I. 
Alternatively, if top(si_ 12) is undefined then for all XE~U{E) let 
lj: A’lj~EPk~i+l. 
l The left and right k-order components of Tj can have one of the following two 
forms: 
- If they are 
[skel, lxk] and [[k-‘Al]k-‘sk~l,[k-‘A~]k-l Ixk], 
then if mp(sk- 12)= B, where BEG, then for each r, s, ~EQ, let 
lj:(A,p,r)~a(Al,q,s)(B,S,t)(A,,t,r)EP1. 
Alternatively, if top(sk- 12) is undefined then for all XE~ and Y, s, ~EQ let 
Ij:(A,p,r)~u(A,,q,s)(X,~,t)(A,,t,r)EP1 
and 
Ij:(A,p,r)~u(Al,q,s)i:(A,,s,r)EP1. 
- If they are of the form 
[sk-lI~xkl and [sk-lzixk], 
then if top(sk_l,)=B, where BEG, then for all rEQ, let 
lj:(A,p,r)-,u(B,ii,r)EP1. 
Alternatively, if top(si_ lr) is undefined then for all XE~ and reQ let 
lj: <A, P, r)+a (X, Q, r)EP1 
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and 
lj:(A,p,q)+uEEPI 
Lemma 4.5 now follows from Propositions 4.7 and 4.8. II 
Example 4.6. We illustrate the above construction by applying it to the following 
machine M that recognizes the language L4= {a”b”c” 1 n> l}: 
M=(Cq,,q,,q2),(u,b,c),{A,,Ab,A,),qo,(qZ),R), 
where R is given by the following rules which we have named to indicate the 
enumeration that will be used in the construction: 
The following shows a computation for the string u”b”c”. 
<qo,u”b”c”, C I> ~~(q~,u~-lb”c”, CC4JI> 
ä h4(41,a n-z@‘cn> CC.U,ll> 
ä hf(41,a n-3bncn> CC&&A,II) 
kG (41, b”c”, CC&II > 
›~(e,b”c”, CCA~1CA~-‘1CA,11> 
ä ~(q2,b”-1c”,CCA,“-11CAcll) 
ä ~~~~,~“-~~“,CC~~lC~::-llC~~IC~cll> 
f-,w(q~,b”-~c”, CC.4-‘1C41C.411> 
kG(q2~~“>CKAcl)“l) 
›~(q2,cn-1,CCAcl”-‘I> 
ktf(q2,E,C I>. 
The right and left l-order components of the rules are as follows: 
7.1: CAlx11 C&A I XI I> 
?-2: CAalx11 Xl, 
t-3: C&lx11 XI> 
r4: CAalx11 XI, 
r5: CAclxll XI. 
control of Gz. 
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The right and left 2-order components of the rules are as follows: 
rl : CC& I x1 1 I %I CC&Al I XII I x213 
r2: CC& I x1 1 I x21 cc&lxIc4l Ix21, 
r3: CC4l I x1 1 I x21 [XI I x21, 
r4: CC& I x1 1 I x21 CC‘%lXI c‘u I x21, 
r5: cc~clxIllx2l [XI I x21. 
From M, the above construction produces the grammar G=(Gi, G,), where 
G~=(VN,{~,~,C},{~,,...,~,},S,P,), 
Gz=({S,A,,A~,A,},{~~,...,/~},S,P~), 
~N=(S)u({&>&>&) x {ql,q2} x {q1,q2)), 
p = S+A,, S+A,, S+A,, 4+1,4,4,, 
2 
i Aa+/2, &+/3, &+L, h-15, I 
Note that the intersection of the set of strings derived from S and the language 1: /2/4* 
is (I; l2 I! 1 n 3 l}. In giving PI we omit productions involving useless nonterminals and 
parenthesize those productions that will not be used in any derivation due to the 
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We show a leftmost derivation of (G,, G,) that corresponds to the above computa- 
tion of M. 
-u”b((A,,q2,q2),/3)((Aa,q2,q2),A::-2) 
GI 
((A,,qZ,q2),S)((Ac,q2,q2),S) 
-~“bb((A,,q,,q,),A::-~)((A,,q,,q,),S)((A,,q2,q2),S) 
Cl 
_T,unb”(((A,,q2,q2),S)) 
~u”bn((A,,q2,q2),I,)(((A,,q,,q2),S))”-’ 
~u”b”c(((A,,q,,q,),S))“-’ 
Gl 
* 
===a unbncn. 
Gl 
A leftmost derivation of the grammars (G,, . . . , G,) will simulate the computation of 
M as follows. At each stage in a computation of M, one of the rewrite rules rj is used. 
Corresponding to the use of this rule, k labeled productions, one in each of the 
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grammars of (G, , . . . , Gk), will be applied. The production in Gi concerns the i-level 
component of Tj. The use of all k productions is guaranteed by the use of the label lj in 
productions in (G,, . . . , Gk). Derivations of G1 encode the topmost symbol on each of 
the k - l-order pushdowns. The derivation of G2 that is controlling the derivation of 
G, corresponding to the ith of the k-l-order pushdowns will encode the topmost 
symbol of each of the k-2-order pushdowns on this pushdown, and so on, until 
eventually, Gk will encode the entire contents of the i,_,th pushdown of the ik_2th 
2-order pushdown of the . . . of the irth k-l-order pushdown, for each il,...,ik_l. 
Each time M reads a symbol when using a rule rj, the production labeled lj in 
grammar G1 will introduce that symbol into the derived string. The productions in G1 
are also used to simulate the state information of M. 
We now make a number of claims that are useful in proving the lemma. From the 
above construction we see that in general there can be several rules in some Pi, where 
1 <id k, with the same label. This results from the need to make nondeterministic 
“guesses” concerning symbols at the top of pushdowns in pop moves. The following 
proposition states that when the wrong guess is made no terminal string will be 
derivable. 
Proposition 4.7. 
where 
l I is the initial controlling form of G, 
l each C(i for 1 <id n contains no production labels in V,, and 
l all occurrences of S have been rewritten (i.e., the next step in this leftmost derivation 
would involve the use of a production in Pk that corresponds to one of the rules in R), 
implies that 
W1((A1,P,Pl),Crl)...((A,,Pn_1,P.),Cln) owl% 
G 
only if there are k-level pushdowns sl, . . . , s, such that Al, . . . , A, are the top symbols of 
sl, ., s,, respectively, and CI~, . . . , a, are the encodings of sl, . . . . s,, respectively. 
This proposition can be seen to hold since for each 1 bi< n, when 
(( Ai, Pi _ 1, pi >, cli ) is rewritten, productions from the grammars in G are used that all 
have AI (or (Ai, Pi_ 1, pi)) on their left-hand sides. Since only a single symbol can be 
popped from a pushdown, every symbol in the k-order pushdown must eventually 
appear at the top of the topmost pushdown and at this point all the subgrammars of 
G must agree on its identity. Since exactly one of the grammars is not guessing about 
the identity of each symbol on the pushdown, we know that only derivations in which 
correct guesses are made will derive terminal strings. Thus, in the following proposi- 
tion we need only be concerned about derivations in which correct guesses have been 
made. 
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Proposition 4.8. The following holds for all w,w~EZ*, pl, . . ..~.,EQ, and qfEF. 
if and only if 
1 ~wl((Al,P,,PZ),G(1)...((AnrPn,4r),Gln), 
G 
where 
l I is the initial controlling form of G, 
*A 1, . . . , A, are the top symbols of sl, . . . , s,, respectively, and 
l a,, . . , a,, are the encodings of sl, . . . . s,, respectively. 
Proof. This can be proved by induction on the length of the derivations. For the 
inductive step there are several cases depending upon the form of rule that is used in 
M. For each case it is necessary to perform a second induction of the order k of the 
machine. Each of the cases corresponds to one of the cases in the construction of 
G given above. 0 
5. Conclusions 
Interest has recently focussed on a class of languages that is “slightly” larger than 
CFL for the following reasons: 
l This class includes formal languages that are not CFL and correspond to construc- 
tions that appear in various natural languages. 
l It is generated by four independently conceived grammar formalisms: TAG, HG, 
CCG, and LIG. 
l It equals the class accepted by a string automata that is a simple extension of the 
PDA. 
l It shares many closure and decidability properties with CFL. 
l The recognition problem for the formalisms generating the class can be solved in 
polynomial time. 
The hierarchy defined in this paper provides a characterization of the relationship 
between this class and CFL. A fifth grammatical formalism generating the above class 
is given in terms of a novel form of control grammars. We give simple generalizations 
of the control grammar and automata characterizations of this class. We show that 
leftmost derivations of a control grammar can be simulated by the computation of 
a corresponding automata and vice versa. This demonstrates that we have two 
equivalent specifications of an infinite geometric hierarchy of language classes. 
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